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The persistence length of a single, intrinsically rigid polyelectrolyte chain, above the Manning condensation
threshold is investigated theoretically in the presence of added salt. Using a loop expansion method, the
partition function is consistently calculated, taking into account corrections to mean-field theory. Within a
mean-field approximation, the well-known results of Odijk, Skolnick, and Fixman are reproduced. Beyond
mean field, it is found that density correlations between counterions and thermal fluctuations reduce the
stiffness of the chain, indicating an effective attraction between monomers for highly charged chains and
multivalent counterions. This attraction results in a possible mechanical instability~collapse!, alluding to the
phenomenon of DNA condensation. In addition, we find that more counterions condense on slightly bent
conformations of the chain than predicted by the Manning model for the case of an infinite cylinder. Finally,
our results are compared with previous models and experiments.

















































The behavior of charged polymers has received consi
able attention since the early 1970s. However, despite ex
sive efforts, much of the phenomena observed in syst
containing polyelectrolytes~PEs! is still not very well under-
stood @1#. PEs are frequently used in various industrial a
plications, such as stabilization of charged colloidal susp
sions and in flocculation processes. They also are an esse
ingredient of many biological systems. These reasons m
vated theoretical@2–6#, experimental@7–11# and computer
simulation@12–15# investigations of PEs. For instance, DN
is known to be a particularly strongly charged polymer, be
ing a charge density of one electron charge per 1.7 Å.
Despite the strong electrostatic repulsion, PEs show
wide range of complex behavior, depending on the conc
tration of added salt and its valency. It is observed that w
monovalent counterions, PEs are usually stretched and
sume a rodlike conformation@16–18#. On the other hand
introduction of a small amount of multivalent counterio
significantly reduces the rigidity of the chain@7–10#. Under
certain conditions a PE may completely collapse into a gl
ulelike conformation@19–21#. For DNA, this is known as
DNA condensation@22#.
Even the problem of a single, uniformly charged, polym
in aqueous solution still poses a theoretical challenge@23–
35#. Single-chain models are much simpler than real exp
mental systems, as is the case for biopolymers in physiol
cal conditions, or with synthetic PEs. However, much of t
interesting phenomena characteristic to dilute PE solution
still captured in the models despite the extended simplifi
tion.
The first breakthrough in treating semiflexible PEs a
lytically was made by Odijk@30#, and independently by
Skolnick and Fixman@31# ~OSF! by introducing the concep
of an ‘‘electrostatic persistence length.’’ The notion of per-
sistence length@4#, which measures correlations along t




















chain, is very useful in describing elastic properties of se
flexible polymers in general, and PEs, in particular. Acco
ing to the OSF theory, the total persistence length of
polymer can be written as a sum of two contributions: t
bare persistence lengthl 0 and an electrostatic onel e . Elec-
trostatic interactions are treated on a mean-field level and
charges on the polymer are assumed to be smeared
formly. Within a linearized version of the Poisson-Boltzma
theory, the interaction between any two charges is scree
and given~in units ofkBT) by the Debye-Hu¨ckel expression,
VDH(r )5 l Be
2kr /r . The Bjerrum lengthl B5e
2/«kBT is de-
fined as the distance at which the electrostatic interac
between two ions of unit chargee equals the thermal energ
kBT, where« is the dielectric constant of the medium. F
water at room temperature,l B.7 Å. The inverse Debye-
Hückel screening length is thenk5@4pz(z11)l Bc#
1/2. It
depends on the concentration of saltc and the counterion
valencyz, where throughout this paper we will explicitly us
a 1:z salt. Finally, the polymer is considered to be intrins
cally rigid, l 0@L. According to the OSF theory, the electro
static persistence length then yields





wherel5e/a denotes the average line charge density alo
the chain.
Since the OSF theory is strictly a mean-field theory, t
effective interaction between charges on the polymer is
ways repulsive@32,33#. Indeed, Eq.~1.1! indicates that the
polymer becomes more rigid due to electrostatics beca
l OSF.0. Experiments, however, clearly show that und
some conditions, electrostatics may cause a reversed e
@7–9,22#, where enhanced chain flexibility results from
negative electrostatic contribution to the persistence len
In order to account for such behavior, corrections to line
ized Poisson-Boltzmann have been considered@32–35#. This
was done in two steps. The first is to take into account








































































GIL ARIEL AND DAVID ANDELMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011805 ~2003!polymers, some of the counterions are loosely bound to
chain and reduce the effective charge on the polymer. F
straight infinite cylinder, this is known as Manning conde
sation@3,36#. The second step is to consider correlations
tween the ions and thermal fluctuations of the counter
density @34,35#. Correlations between bound ions becom
more significant at lower temperatures. In theT→0 limit,
condensed ions are arranged on a periodic lattice, similar
Wigner crystal, or a strongly correlated liquid@34#. At higher
temperatures such correlations are smeared out due to
mal fluctuations. The latter introduces another correction
mean-field theory coming from induced dipoles, similar
van der Waals interactions@35#.
Both correlations and thermal fluctuations are mec
nisms that can cause the effective interaction betw
charges on the polymer to become attractive. Nguyenet al.
@34# considered the former and calculated the persiste
length of a polymer close toT50. Alternatively, Golestanian
et al. @35# considered the fluctuation mechanism. The t
models do not agree with each other, and there is still
consensus on the question of which of the mechanism
more significant at intermediate temperatures, which
used in experiments@37–41#.
The aim of the present work is to propose a model wh
takes into account both correlations and thermal fluctuati
of a single, intrinsically rigid, charged polymer, immersed
a bulk and continuous dielectric medium. This will facilita
a closer and consistent examination of the different mec
nisms that cause the fundamentally repulsive electrostatic
pulsion to become attractive. Since the deviation from me
field predictions, as seen both in experiments and in prev
theoretical works, is so pronounced, an analytical und
standing of the problem will be of high value.
In the following section, we introduce our model for trea
ing a single, rodlike PE in presence of added electrol
~salt! @42#. In Sec. III, a mean-field approximation is use
and the well-known result of OSF is reproduced. Section
finds the first-order correction to mean field, taking into a
countboth correlations and thermal fluctuations. This is t
main result of the paper where a new expression for
electrostatic persistence length is obtained. This expres
accounts for the observed attraction between monomers
strongly charged polymers and multivalent counterions.
the last sections, our results are compared to experiments
other theoretical models. Our findings are further discus
in view of these comparisons.
II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL
Consider a polymer chain consisting ofN@1 monomers
of lengtha each. Taking a worm-like chain approach@4#, the
polymer is modeled as a spatial curveR(s),0<s<L5Na,
with a total persistence lengthl p . Charges on the chain ar
assumed to be smeared with a positive constant line ch
density l5e/a ~one unit chargee per monomer sizea),
while mobile ions are taken to be pointlike charges. T
system is immersed in a continuous dielectric medium wit
dielectric constant«. For simplicity, we have assumed th

































carrying a charge2ze. Namely, the chain is embedded in
1:z electrolyte solution. In order to account for the effect
counterion~Manning! condensation we follow the two-phas
model introduced by Oosawa@3#. The first phase is a 1D ga
of counterions that are bound to the polymer and can m
only along the chain. The positions ofI bound counterions
are denoted asR(s1)•••R(sI). The second phase is com
posed of free counterions in solution, in equilibrium with th
1D gas. Since the Manning-Oosawa model regards the
chains as an infinite-long cylinder, we will restrict ourselv
hereafter to rodlike polymers which satisfy,l p@L. Finally,
we will assume that the effect of the free ions is to screen
all electrostatic interactions@15,43# so that the interaction
between any two charges~ meared charges on the polym
and boundz-valent counterions! is given by the screened
Debye-Hückel interaction:VDH(r )5zizj l Be
2kr /r , wherezi
andzj are the valencies of the two respective ions. Beca
we employ a continuum approach, it is necessary to h
ka!1 (a is comparable to the size of the smallest molec
in the system—free monovalent ions and monomers!. Fur-
thermore, we require that the chain is long enough so tha
contour lengthL is much longer than the screening lengt
kL@1. These limits,a!k21!L, usually hold in experi-
mental and physiological conditions, and are necessary c
ditions for our model. In particular, the no added salt lim
(k→0) is not covered by our model.
We can proceed by writing down the grand-canonical p






I ! )i 51
I S 1LE0Ldsi D e2H02H int, ~2.1!
where the path integral is a sum over all possible spa
conformations of the chain,m is the chemical potential of the
1D gas of bound counterions and is related to the counte
concentration in the bulk reservoir,H0 is the Hamiltonian of
a neutral chain with bare persistence lengthl 0, andH int is the
electrostatic interaction Hamiltonian. It consists of screen
electrostatic interactions between all charged monomers




























VDH„R~si !2R~sj !…. ~2.2!
All energies are dimensionless and written in terms of
thermal energykBT. In this form, the integrations of Eq
~2.2! diverge as the terms contain also self-interactions~for
instance, whens→s8 in Hmm). All integrations, therefore,


























PERSISTENCE LENGTH OF A STRONGLY CHARGED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E67, 011805 ~2003!In order to treat the interaction term analytically, it
more convenient to use continuous volume concentrat










wherefm and fb are the monomer and bound counteri
concentrations at locationr , respectively. These can be su
stituted into the partition function, Eq.~2.1!, by making use
of the identity operator that couples discrete and continu
concentrations. This is done using the path integral repre
tation of the Dirac delta function
15E Dfm~r !dFfm~r !21aE0Ldsd„r2R~s!…G
5E Dfm~r !Dcm~r !expH 2 i E d3rcm~r !
3Ffm~r !21aE0Ldsd„r2R~s!…G J ~2.4!









The extra complexity of this method is the introduction
two new auxiliary fields, denotedcm andcb, which couple
to fm andfb, respectively. Substituting Eqs.~2.4! and~2.3!
into Eq. ~2.1!, the partition function reads
Z5E DR~s!S )
i 5m,b
Df iDc ij i@R# Dexp~2Hcont!,
jm@R#5expF2Hid1 iaE0Ldscm„R~s!…
1 i E d3rfm~r !cm~r !G ,
jb@R#5expH E d3r @an0eicb(r )fm~r !1 ifb~r !cb~r !#J ,
Hcont5
1
2E E d3rd3r 8F~r !ẐF~r 8!VDH~r2r 8!,
F5S fmfb D , Ẑ5S 1 2z2z z2 D . ~2.5!01180s
s
n-
where we have defined
n05e
m/L. ~2.6!



































5expFan0E d3reicb(r )fm~r !G . ~2.7!
It is easily seen that carrying out the integrations over
new fieldsfm,cm,fb,cb reproduces Eq.~2.1! exactly. How-
ever, the form of the continuous partition function, Eq.~2.5!,
is better organized: single-body interactions of the monom
concentrationfm and the bound counterion concentrationfb
are collected into the termsjm andjb . The two-body inter-
action termHcont has the form of a quadratic interaction b
tween the concentrations vector fieldF, where the interac-
tion between the two vector fieldsF(r ) andF(r 8) is given
by the matrixẐVDH(r2r 8). In the above equation, we us
vector notation to write the interaction between the differe
fields as
F~r !ẐF~r 8!VDH~r2r 8!5@fm~r !fm~r 8!22zfm~r !fb~r 8!
1z2fb~r !fb~r 8!#VDH~r2r 8!.
~2.8!
This method can be easily generalized in order to accoun
any additional species the system may contain, or to differ
types of ~nonelectrostatic! interactions. For instance,
local interaction can be added to the matrix elements
ẐVDH(r2r 8) in order to include excluded volume intera
tions. If counterions are replaced by more complex char
amphiphiles, a hydrophobic attraction between the spe
can be added in a similar manner:
S 1 2z
2z z2 DVDH~r2r 8!1S vmm vmbvmb vbbD d~r2r 8!,
wherev i j ( i , j 5m or b! denote second viral coefficients.
So far, the partition function Eq.~2.5! is exact up to the
general assumptions of the model—wormlike polym
smeared charges on the chain, separation into two phase
screening by free ions. However, the integrations canno
carried out analytically and some approximations have to
made. The first-order correction just reproduces the w




























GIL ARIEL AND DAVID ANDELMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011805 ~2003!Higher-order terms in the expansion represent correction
mean field and will be presented in Sec. IV.
III. THE MEAN-FIELD APPROXIMATION
The approximation method we use is a systematic exp
sion in powers of the auxiliary fieldcb, similar to loop ex-
pansion in field theory@44,45#. Expanding to first order incb
results in a mean-field approximation. The partition functi
takes into account the average interaction between the m
mers and the bound counterions@44#. Note that this method
is somewhat different than calculating the zeroth-or
saddle-point approximation of the integral overDR(s) in Eq.
~2.5!. For a detailed comparison between the two meth
see Ref.@45#.
Expanding to first order incb, appearing only injb we
obtain
jb.expH E d3r @an0„11 icb~r !…fm~r !1 ifb~r !cb~r !#J .
~3.1!
Applying a Fourier transform the partition function reads
Z15E DR~s!S )
i 5m,b
Df iDc i D jme2H1
H15E d3k
~2p!3
F12 Fk†ẐF2kVkDH1 ifkbc2kb 2 ian0fkmc2kb
2an0fk
m~2p!3d~k!G , ~3.2!
whereZ1 is the partition function up to first order incb. The




m , respectively. The interaction Hamiltonia
H1 consists of three contributions: the first term is the tw
body Debye-Hu¨ckel interactions. The second term is a bili
ear coupling of the concentration fields,fm andfb, with the
auxiliary field cb, generated by the bound counterions.
for the third term, we will later show that it is only a con
stant. The integrations over the degrees of freedom of







The effective interaction Hamiltonian between the mon
mers,Heff,1 , is correct up to first order inc
b. The first term
of Heff,1 consists of screened electrostatic interaction (V
DH)
between Fourier components of the monomer concentra










f (12an0z). Note thatHeff,1 depends on the conformatio
of the polymerR(s) through the definition of m, Eq. ~2.3!.
A. Averages and correlations
After presenting the partition function, our aim is to int
grate out the degrees of freedom of bound ions and ob
averaged quantities up to first order incb. Averages over












Taking derivatives of the partition function, different ave








































2 i ~2p!3d~k11k2!. ~3.5!
It is interesting to observe that the effective interacti






Up to a constant prefactor, the first term ofHeff,1 is the in-
teraction of the monomer concentration fieldfm with the
auxiliary fieldcb averaged within mean-field approximatio
Therefore, it is the averaged interaction between each mo
mer and the auxiliary field produced by the counterions.
B. Density of bound ions
In the Manning-Oosawa model@3,36#, the PE is consid-
ered an infinite charged cylinder, and the average numbe
bound counterions of valencyz per unit length is
nM5
1
z F1a 2 1zlBG5q21z2l B , ~3.7!
where the dimensionless parameterq5zlB /a is used in Eq.
~3.7!. Condensation ofz-valent counterions occurs forq.1
and effectively lowers the value ofq to unity, qeff51 @48#.
Note that below the Manning condensation thresholdq
,1) one should simply setnM50.
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1
LE d3rfb~r !. ~3.8!
where the dependence on the polymer conformation,R(s), is
through the definition of b, Eq. ~2.3!. Since we treat here
only single polymer chains, the system is assumed to
infinitely dilute, in the sense that each PE chain occup
only a small fraction of the overall system volume. Sm
changes in the polymer conformation are not expected
change the chemical potential of the free counterion
which occupies the entire volume. As the 1D phase of bo
counterions is in equilibrium with the free counterion pha
their chemical potential is equal. We conclude thatm, and
consequentlyn05e
m/L, should not depend on the conform
tion of the chain in the dilute polymer limit. Of particula
interest is the straight-rod conformation. In this conform
tion, the density of bound counterions should be consis
with the Manning theory, andntot@R# should, therefore, sat
isfy
ntot@rod#5nM, ~3.9!
wherenM is the Manning value given in Eq.~3.7!. Within the
mean-field approximation, the average number of bou
counterions per unit lengthn1
tot can be obtained by substitu































Equation~3.10! gives us the connection between the avera
density of the bound counterions,ntot@R#, and the chemica
potential,m ~throughn0), up to first order inc
b. According
to ~3.10!, n1
tot@R# does not depend on the conformation of t
polymer and is just equal to the concentrationn0. In the
following section we will see that this is strictly a mea
field result. Comparing Eqs.~3.9! and ~3.10! we find that
n05n
M.
C. The persistence length





































Up to a constant, the integrand is just the screened Coulo
interaction between any two monomers. The integral i
sum over all such monomer pairs along the chain with cha
density set at the Manning value (q51 is equivalent tol
5e/a5e/zlB). This is exactly the interaction Hamiltonia
assumed by OSF for a polymer carrying a uniform li
charge density ofl5e/zlB .
Odijk’s method for calculating the electrostatic pers
tence length@30# assumes small, constant curvature deform
tions from the straight rod conformation. The persisten
length is then obtained from the rigidity coefficient of
semiflexible rod. The procedure will be described in grea
detail in the following section. Using the effective Hami
tonianHeff,1 of Eq. ~3.11!, the OSF result, Eq.~1.1! is repro-
duced, with the average density of bound counterions as
dicted by Manning:
l p5 l 01 l e,1 ,




IV. BEYOND MEAN FIELD
The results obtained in the preceding section are stri
on a mean-field level@44,45#. In order to go beyond this
approximation, higher than linear powers ofcb have to be
included in the partition function, Eq.~2.1!. The exact parti-
tion function, Eq.~2.1!, can be rewritten as
Z5Tr$R,fm,cm%jme2Heff,1̂ e2DH&1 ,
DH52an0E d3rfm~r !
3F i 22! „cb~r !…21•••1 i
n
n!
„cb~r !…n1•••G . ~4.1!






where ^O n&c,1 denotes thenth cumulant. The subscript 1
indicates that the cumulants are calculated using the fi
order expansion ofDH. For instance,^O 2&c,15(^O 2&1
2^O&12), where the momentŝO n&1 are defined according to
Eq. ~3.4!.





































The only term in Eq.~4.3! which is of second order incb




an0E d3rfm~r !^@cb~r !#2&1 . ~4.4!

















b into the correlation expression, Eq
~3.5!, yields a correction to the effective interaction Ham

























The above result is obtained by using a lower cutoff at d
tancea on one of the three integrations, and expanding
integral in powers ofka, neglecting all but the leading term
In the expansion method,cb represents an auxiliary field tha
is generated by the bound counterions@27,44#. Examining
the mean-field interaction, Eq.~4.5!, each mode of the mono
mer concentration fieldfm interacts with the average of tw
cb auxiliary fields. The result is a counterion-monome
counterion interaction, and appropriately, the first term
Heff,2 in Eq. ~4.6! has the form of a three-body interaction. A
explained in the previous section, the chemical potentiam
does not depend on the polymer conformationR(s). As a
consequence, the second term ofHeff,2 in Eq. ~4.6! does not
depend on the conformationR(s) and does not contribute t
the persistence length.
B. Density of bound ions
Taking into account second-order corrections, the aver




LE d3r ^fb~r !&25n01n0z~12azn0!l Ba x@R#,
~4.7!
where ^O&2 denotes the average ofO calculated with the





According to the theory of Manning condensation, t
density of bound counterions for a straight rod isn2
tot@rod#




wherex@rod# is the value ofx@R# for the straight rod con-
formation, in whichuR(s)2R(s8)u5us2s8u. Substituting in





In the limit of extremely high salt concentrations,ka@1, all
correlation and fluctuation effects are screened out co
pletely and decay exponentially withka. The smaller of the
two solutions of Eq.~4.8! is therefore chosen in order tha
the Manning valuen2
tot@R#5nM is reproduced:n0@ka→`#
5nM. As explained in the preceding section, the chemi
potentialm ~and consequentlyn05e
m/L) is not expected to
depend on the polymer conformation. The density of
bound counterionsn2
tot@R# does, however, depend on th
polymer conformation through Eq.~4.7!.
C. Persistence length
Using the effective Hamiltonian, Eq.~4.6!, and the chemi-
cal potential, Eq.~4.9!, it is now possible to repeat Odijk’s
method and calculate the electrostatic persistence length.
difference between the effective interaction energy at a g




Odijk’s method for calculating the persistence length
quires expandingDHeff in small deformations of the chain
around the straight-rod conformation@30#. In this limit, the







wherer@L is the small overall radius of curvature of th
fluctuating chain~not to be confused with a spontaneous













































On the other hand, we note that the electrosta
persistence length isnot additive in orders ofcb @ l e,1Þ
2r2/L(Heff,1@R#2Heff,1@rod#)# as the expression for th
chemical potential also changes, as compared to the m
field approximation. Inserting in Eq.~4.13! the value forn0,
Eq. ~4.9!, and expanding the result in powers of 1/r the
different integrations can be evaluated. This requires cut
of all ultraviolet divergences at a distancea. In the limit of
a!k21!L we find
l p5 l 01 l e,2 ,
l e,25 l OSFFq~22q!2 ~q21!2q ln ka G , ~4.14!
where we have expandedl e,2 in (ln ka)
21 and kept the two
leading terms. Note that we have already taken the first-o
~mean-field! interaction into account in Eq.~4.10!. Equation
~4.14! is our main prediction and is depicted in Fig. 1 f
different counterion valenciesz51,2,3 as a function ofka.
At low salt concentrations (ka!1) or highq, the persistence
length maintains the OSFk22 dependence,l e; l OSF;k
22.
We find that the electrostatic persistence length depe
strongly on the valency of the counterions. For monoval
counterionsl e is usually positive, indicating an effective re
pulsion between the monomers. However, its value is sma
than that predicted by OSF. Introduction of multivalent cou
FIG. 1. The electrostatic persistence lengthl e as function ofka
according to OSF~dashed line! and our l e,2 of Eq. ~4.14! ~solid
line!. Valencies are specified next to each curve. The parame
chosen are:a54 Å, l B57 Å, so thatq51.75z. The negativel e









terions reduces significantly the rigidity of the PE and us
ally l e,0, indicating an effective attraction between mon
mers.
The vanishing of the total persistence lengthl p under cer-
tain conditions is alluding to the phenomena of PE collap
A full consideration of the rod-globule transition requires
more consistent elastic model for the polymer chain than
persistence length prescription used here. Furtherm
Odijk’s method for calculatingl e does not hold for flexible
polymers@28#. However, the condition that total persisten
length vanishes,l p50, is the validity limit of the rodlike
regime and is indicative of some mechanical instability. F
instance, using parameters applicable to DNA chai
l 05500 Å, 3:1 salt,a51.7 Å, andl B57 Å we get a DNA
collapse atk21.30 Å, corresponding to a 3:1 salt conce
tration of about 17 m M.
Expanding the density of the bound ions, Eq.~4 7!, for







For a straight chain,r→` and the Manning valuenM is
obtained. However, more counterions are condensed o
bent polymer with a finite radius of curvature. This enhanc
condensation drives a further reduction of the persiste
length. For a rodlike polymer,25Ll p/3 and the correction
to nM is small and of order 1/N. Figure 2 depicts the exces
number of bound counterions as a function ofq for three salt
concentrations~corresponding toka50.02, 0.04, and 0.08!.
This difference does, however, have a significant effect
the electrostatic persistence length, becauseHeff,2 is a triple
integral over the monomers. In order to examine the effec
rs
FIG. 2. The excess number of bound counterionsL(n2
tot@r#
2nM) according to Eq.~4.15!, as a function ofq. The number of
excess bound ions is plotted for three salt concentrations co
sponding toka50.02, 0.04, and 0.08. The radius of curvature w



















































GIL ARIEL AND DAVID ANDELMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011805 ~2003!increased condensation, we look at the asymptotic form
Eq. ~4.14! for q511Dq,Dq!1, in two cases. In the firs
we allow the density of the bound counterions to be adjus
according to the equilibrium condition with the bulk~this is
an expansion of Eq.~4.14! in power ofDq). This is consis-
tent with the general considerations of our paper. In the s
ond case we add a constraint that fixes the density to
according to the Manning theory for all conformations of t
polymer. This more restrictive constraint is added in orde
make comparisons with other models. Expanding inDq we
recalculatel e for both cases





The lack of a linear term inDq in the first expression of Eq
~4.16! indicates that corrections to Manning condensation
bent polymer chains have a substantial influence on the
sistence length.
An interesting effect is charge inversion, where the to
charge of the polymer with the bound counterions chan
sign (zntot,1/a). The persistence length at which char








According to our model, charge inversion will not occur on
long (N@1), rodlike polymer, becausel p
inv}1/N.
D. Higher-order corrections
In order to examine the convergence of the loop exp
sion used above, we have calculated the next two order
approximation: (cb)3 and (cb)4. The effective interactions
are obtained by taking into account terms of higher order
cb in Eq. ~4.3!. The third and fourth-order terms are given
H352an0E d3rfm~r ! i 36 ^„cb~r !…3&1 ,





2H K F E d3rfm~r ! i 22 „cb~r !…2G2L
1
2 K E d3rfm~r ! i 22 „cb~r !…2L
1
2J . ~4.18!
Higher orders ofcb can be taken into account following th
same prescription used above for calculating the chem
potential and the persistence length for the second-order
rection. The expression forl e,3 and l e,4 are not detailed here
because they are quite complex. However, they do
change the polymer behavior in any qualitative fashion.
find that Eq.~4.14!, valid to second order, accounts for mo

















terms represent only a relatively small correction to t
second-order one. For instance, forq.10 andka,0.01, the
third-order correction is less than 4% of the second-or
one. The fourth-order correction is again less than 4% of
third-order one.
Furthermore, we find that the convergence is better
large q and smallka @45#. This is the more interestingq
regime since, for instance, in DNA solutions with trivale
counterions we get roughlyq.12.
V. COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS
Our model is closely related to several previous ones.
and Thirumalai have used a similar loop expansion met
for calculating the persistence length of polyampholytes@26#
and of bundles of polymers@25#. For the case of a single PE
Golestanianet al. @35# took into account thermal fluctuation
of the bound counterions density. This is strictly an a
fluctuations model, which is expected to become accurat
high temperatures (q511Dq,Dq!1). Their expression for






where we have explicitly omitted terms with a higher-ord
dependence onka.
A second model, suggested by Nguyenet al. @34# assumes
that condensed ions are arranged in a Wigner crystal,
strongly correlated liquid on an infinite cylinder with diam
eter d. This picture becomes accurate at low temperatu
(q@1). For the case of no added salt, their expression
the electrostatic persistence length is
l e
corr5 l BAz~d/a!3/2. ~5.2!
As Nguyenet al. did not take into account the effect of sa
~they considered only counterions!, we have slightly modi-
fied their derivation for the purpose of comparison with o
model. Equation~13! of Ref. @34# estimates the interaction
energy of an ion with its Wigner-Seitz cell of backgroun





wheren is the average surface charge density on the cylin
The only change we include in the above equation is to
sume that in the presence of salt, the interaction ene
should be proportional to the number of Wigner-Seitz ce
that reside within a circle with a radius equal, roughly, to t








Repeating the derivations of Ref.@34# with this modification






































































Our loop expansion method can be shown to acco
qualitatively for both limits of the parameterq. As discussed
in the preceding section, we findq to be the relevant, tem
perature dependent parameter that determines the syste
havior. This is the reason we expand the results in the
limits q@1 andq*1 rather than low or high temperature
(k→` or 0). The limits of very low or high temperature
are beyond the validity range of our model which explici
assumes thatL21!k!a21. However, experimental system
usually have a large value ofq with a finite screening length
For instance, typical parameter values in experiments w
DNA segments at room temperature arel B57 Å, a
51.7 Å, k21510–100 Å andN>150. With trivalent coun-
terions (z53) we getq.12@1 andkL.1. This is an ex-
ample where we can consider the relatively highq limit at
room temperature.
In order to compare the three models, we expand the
pressions for the electrostatic persistence length: oursl e
loop;
l e
fluct of Ref. @35#; and l e
corr of Ref. @34#, in these two limits.
Including terms up to linear order inDq close toq51 we
get
l e







However, the calculations of Golestanianet al. assumes tha
the amount of condensed counterions is according to M
ning for all polymer conformations. In the loop calculatio
we have relaxed this assumption and took the Manning co
terion value only for the completely straight-rod case. F
the sake of comparison, we impose now this restriction. T
has been done already in Eq.~4.16!
l e
loop,fixed5 l OSF@12Dq/ ln~ka!1O~Dq
2!#. ~5.7!
With the new restriction, the linear term inDq reappears bu
with a different coefficient than inl e
corr of Eq. ~5.6!. The
differences in the coefficients, as well as the different dep
dence on the cutoff distancea is due to the different method
and approximations used in calculating the persiste
length.
The second case is that of largeq, for which the models
give
l e








We note that the electrostatic persistence length of the
previous models@34,35# depends very differently on each o













of the polymerl B /a, and the valency of the counterionsz.
Furthermore, their expressions do not have similar limits
the two q limits discussed above. However, in the lim
q*1, our result is similar to that obtained by the fluctuati
model @35#. Conversely, in the limitq@1, our result re-
sembles that obtained by the correlation model@34#. Some
discrepancies are apparent. As explained above, the di
ence between our model and the fluctuations one is ma
due to the different method used for obtaining the persiste
length. The difference with the correlations governed mo
is mostly due to the discreteness of the charges assume
Ref. @34# and their specific arrangement in a 2D Wigner la
tice.
Our expression for the electrostatic persistence,
~4.14!, neither vanishes no diverges in the limits or low
high temperatures. Fluctuation contributions to the elec
static persistence length vanish in the limitT→0. Con-
versely, correlation contributions vanish in the limitT→`.
This illustrates that Eq.~4.14! contains contributions from
both fluctuations and correlations.
VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS
Comparison between our expression for the persiste
length, Eq.~4.14!, with that obtained in experiments@7–11#
is difficult. Although l e,2 correctly predicts that the persis
tence length should be smaller than OSF, it seems that
reduction we obtain is too large as compared with exp
ments. Actually, at present, we are not aware of any ot
theoretical modeling which explains quantitatively the e
perimental data.
Measurements of rigid PEs usually involve short DN
segments. Experiments show that adding of very sm
amounts of multivalent counterions greatly reduce the per
tence length of DNA,l p5 l 01 l e even bellow its bare value
l 0 @7,10,50#, indicating a negative electrostatic persisten
length. However, substituting DNA parameters (a.1.7 Å,
l 0.500 Å) and salt concentrations common to experime
(10 Å,k21,100 Å) into the total persistence lengthl p of
Eq. ~4.14!, we find that DNA should collapse (l p,0), for
z53 or 4. This does not agree with experiments where
DNA is still in the rigid-rod limit for the same system pa
rameters.
This discrepancy may be caused by several important
perimental features which are neglected in our model as w
as in Refs.@34,35#. DNA segments are prepared in a buff
which stabilizes the solutionpH and removes free divalen
calcium ions@50#. The buffer itself contributes a finite, non
negligible concentration of monovalent ions. In a seco
stage, multivalent ions such as spermidine (z53) or sper-
mine (z54) are added. In experiments, the monovalent s
concentration may be much higher than the multivalent o
making the contribution of the multivalent salt to the scree
ing lengthk21 quite negligible. In the model we did not tak
into account mixtures of monovalent and multivalent ions
According to the Manning-Oosawa model which was e
ployed by us, entropy considerations dictate that conden
tion of multivalent counterions is much more favorable th


















































































GIL ARIEL AND DAVID ANDELMAN PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 011805 ~2003!experiments clearly show that this is not always the c
@50–52#. At low but finite polymer and multivalent salt con
centrations~as is usually the case in experiments!, entropy
and the finite size of the counterions~ permidine and sper
mine are relatively large molecules! prohibit multivalent
counterions from condensing on the chain. Generalizatio
the Manning-Oosawa model to account for this effect is
straightforward.
In experiments the change from a rigid rodlike behav
to a flexible one is highly sensitive to the multivalent co
centration@7,10#. The above discussion emphasizing the d
viation from the Manning-Oosawa model may also expl
this changeover. At low concentrations of multivalent ion
less counterions are condensed than according to the M
ning value. Hence, the chain is still rigid in disagreeme
with our prediction. At higher multivalent salt and polym
concentrations, where the Manning value for condensa
on a cylindernM holds, the DNA is completely collapsed
making both theory and experimental measurements of
sistence length useless. Therefore, the main difficulty in
~and similar! models is the small window of parameter va
ues where the model can be applied. Experiments with D
do not, in general, fall in this window due to the stron
charging of the chains.
We briefly mention other features not considered in o
model, and which may influence the persistence length. T
include the finite size of the counterions@53#, the ordering of
the charges along the polymer chain@54,55#, the concentra-
tion profile of the condensed ions around the polymer@43#
and other, more specific, details of the polymer type and i
used in experiments@56#.
VII. SUMMARY
We have found significant corrections to the persiste
length of a single, stiff, strongly charged and long PE,
compared to the standard mean-field result of Od
Skolnick-Fixman. Our method takes into account both cor
lations between condensed ions and thermal fluctuations
low salt concentrations, the calculated electrostatic per
tence lengthl e,2 is proportional tol OSF. However, the pre-
factor, which depends onq5zlB /a, drastically changes the
system behavior. Forq<1, l e,25 l OSF is obtained exactly.
For 1,q,2, the electrostatic persistence lengthl e,2 is posi-
tive, indicating an effective repulsion between the mon
mers. Forq.2, the interaction becomes attractive causin
reduction in the chain stiffness,l e,2,0. This observation is
in agreement with the reduction in persistent length obser
qualitative in experiments with multivalent counterions a
strongly charged polymers.
We compared our result for the electrostatic persiste
length, Eq.~4.14!, with two previous models and found tha
our model takes into account both thermal fluctuations
correlations between bound counterions. Our model qua



























with the correlation model in theq@1 limit, and may offer
new insight for intermediate values ofq.
It is interesting to note thatq52 corresponds to the cas
where the average electrostatic interaction between bo
ions equalskBT. This means that for 1,q,2, thermal fluc-
tuations are expected to dominate over correlations. On
other hand, forq.2, correlations become more significan
Our conclusion is that although thermal fluctuations redu
the ~mean-field! electrostatic repulsion between monome
they are not sufficient to induce effective attraction. In ord
to correctly describe the attractive, collapsed case, corr
tions between counterions have to be included.
We have also obtained the average density of bound
and found that more counterions condense on the chain
is predicted by the Manning-Oosawa model. The increa
condensation has a significant effect on the persiste
length and cannot be neglected. Furthermore, we have
mated the conditions under which collapse of a rigid PE m
occur. The results are reasonable and relate, at least qu
tively, to the phenomena of DNA condensation. As explain
in previous sections, our theory cannot yet be directly co
pared with experimental results~in particular with DNA!.
We believe that additional work is needed to shed m
light on the mechanical instability of the chain, indicating
rod-globule transition. Different, more complex, methods a
required in order to calculate the persistence length of fl
ible chains. For instance, the validity range of some va
tional methods are known to be wider than that of the O
theory @27,28#, and may better apply to flexible chain
Moreover, the entire notion of persistence length for desc
ing the chain elastic properties breaks down close to the
stability. The vanishing of the persistence length indica
that the method is no longer consistent, and higher power
the radius of local curvature]2R/]s2 have to be taken into
account.
DNA experiments are usually performed for polymer a
salt concentrations requiring a more detailed examination
the counterion condensation phenomena than the simpl
Manning-Oosawa model. Some effects that are unique
mixtures of different types of ions need to be taken in
account. A quantitative analysis of this phenomenon requ
further and rather detailed considerations and will be p
sented elsewhere.
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